The 1.5-nm projection structure of HeLa cell prosome-MCP (proteasome) provided by two-dimensional crystals.
We grew two-dimensional crystals of HeLa cell prosomes, also called multicatalytic proteinases (MCP) and proteasomes, for a structure determination by electron microscopy. The molecules were arranged in side views in these crystals. The crystals have p21 plane group symmetry with one particle per unit cell. This symmetry confirms previously published evidence indicating that eukaryotic prosome-MCPs are dimers of two identical halves. Structure factors from six crystals each comprising more than 1000 unit cells were combined to generate a 1.5-nm projection map. We discovered that while the general cylindrical shape of HeLa prosome-MCPs resembles the shape of the archaebacterial Thermoplasma acidophilum proteasomes, the internal structure differs significantly. We propose that because of different subunit composition, the architecture of HeLa prosome-MCPs differs from the basic architecture of related particles previously reported.